Software

VideoLÅtitude Security Suite

Version 3

Security Suite is the brain behind
VideoLÅtitude advanced video
surveillance systems. This exclusive
software suite, based on an innovative
and breakthrough technology, allows
sharing real-time video streams over
wireless IP networks using state of the
art encryption protocols.

Three ingeniously programmed
applications work collectively to
manage all of the system’s
components; VL-Live, VL-Dispatch
and VL-Client.

Secure, Wireless, Mobile, Real-time Situational Awareness

Specifications

Real-Time High-Quality Video
Intelligent Video Compression
Secure Communication

VL-Client is VideoLAtitude’s very own gem; it’s the end-user application that allows any PC user
to connect to the dispatcher. Thanks to its user friendly interface, users have total control of how
many views they wish to open on the monitor and how they should be displayed. They may even
have full remote control of cameras and interact with other connected users and video sites for
immediate feedback and action.

User Friendly Interface
e
Resizable windows and customizable
display of views. Collapsible side panels
to enhance viewing zone. Fully bilingual
English and French.

Highly Secure
Triple control high security login
system. Access priority and privileges
customizable for every user by the
administrator.

Ergonomic Video Site
Directory
View only groups selected in
preferences. Special icon for easy
identification of cameras and audio
sources currently streaming to client.
Drag and drop to open views and
associated audio sources. Access
remotely to video sites VL-Live
configuration panel.

Advanced Access Panel
Full Recording Features
Recording on local computer of realtime streams. Import recordings from
remote sites. Saved file management
and playback controls. High resolution
snapshots of captured videos.

Fully integrated messenger for
chatting with other connected users.
Monitor connections; users can
check who is watching an ongoing
stream. Quick access to saved
files. Event management and alarm
acknowledgment.

Optimized ffor Viewing Live
Video Streams
Simultaneously open up to 16 camera
views in one window. Up to 4 windows
can be created for a total of 64 views.
Switch stream format to save on
bandwidth or suit view size. GPS
localisation when available.

Remote Control of Cameras
Pan, tilt and zoom camera control.
Presets calling and programming.
Remote control of hardware
configuration on some camera models.

VL-Bridge integrates seamlessly real-time camera feeds provided by the VL-Dispatch to an
outsourced IP video surveillance solution for real-time video viewing and archiving. It allows
transmitting live streams of VideoLAtitude’s connected cameras and audio sources over low
bandwidth network that are then archived directly on this external server.
Link to External Archiver
Simulates IP cameras. Captured videos
are sent in real-time to external archiver.
Uses the hosts protocol for seamless
integration and easy configuration.

Flexible and Customizable
Any amount of video and audio feeds
can be provided. Can be customized
to work with any host video
surveillance system.

User Friendly
Queries on data usage and connections.
Audit video sites connection. Data
transfer control.

VL-Live runs all video encoders installed in the specially designed mobile units or personal
computers. It will manage as many cameras and devices that the hardware can accomodate. All
captured video, along with audio and telemetry feeds, are ready to be transmitted securely to the
dispatcher on demand for real-time viewing. VL-Live can also record those feeds on the local hard
disk and manage events for full interactivity with end-users.

Fully Autonomous
Automatic configuration. In manual
mode, no human intervention is
required after configuration. Accessible
remotely through VL-Client. Includes
software watchdog.

Multi Cameras
Configure as many cameras as
bandwidth and hardware can handle.
Accepts IP, analog and digital cameras.
Full HD support.
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Add GPS localisation and multiple audio
sources. Configure level of sound quality
and compression.

Programmed Recordings
Allocate recording space on hard disk
for all recordings. Program recordings in
response to events or user actions.

Event Management
E
Panic button support for immediate alert
or delayed alert.

Capture Configuration
Format control for frame rate, resolution
and image quality for bandwidth
management. Customizable text overlay
to display on view.

VL-Dispatch runs the dispatcher, which receives and retransmits all data sent by VL-Live.
VL-Dispatch is both the core and the web admin interface with its smart and ergonomic
console. With its powerful and secure features, video/audio/telemetry can be viewed in real-time
simultaneously by all connected clients. The console is a fully integrated and administrative web
application designed to manage the system. Since it is web based, the administrator can access its
functions from where and when it is most convenient to do so.
Web Based Administration Center
Information at a glance on homepage.
Monitor new video sites trying
to connect. Centralised update
management.

Configuration of Events and
Messages
Decide on action to be taken according
to severity level and customize the
message to be sent to users.

Management of Groups
Form groups of users and video sites
for controlling who can see what.
Unlimited number of groups. Both
users and video sites can be part of
more than one group.

Manage Users
Define user privileges and priorities. Up
to 64 priority levels for accessing remote
camera features. Block users from
connecting.

Statistics Features
Queries on data usage and connections.
Audit video sites connection. Data
transfer control.

Extremely Secure
Double identification system and
encrypted HTTPS connection.
Access limited to users with super
administrator rights.

How does it work?

VL-Live

VL-Dispatch

Captures and transmits
real-time video, audio
and telemetry.

Allows multiple users
simultaneous access to
real time feeds.

VL-Bridge

VL-Client
Allows users to view
real-time feeds.

Links to external
archiving system.
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